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Correct the sentence:

I didnt do good on my quiz.

Correct the sentence:

I like the cat. With the 

long tale.

Correct the sentence:

my pet fish live at their 

tank.

Correct the sentence:

The bird landed the 

bransh.

Correct the sentence:

My father bought us a bird 

we will keep it under a cage.

Use them in a sentence:
acquire

unfortunate

Use them in a sentence:
coerce

boasted

Use them in a sentence:
beamed

glared

Use them in a sentence:
ceased

declared

Use them in a sentence:
devised

resourceful

Add commas where 
needed to the text 
below
Well perhaps we can go 
to the movie instead.

Circle the synonym for 
the following word: 
imitate

pretend   copy
relax   defend

unexpected
prefix: __________
base or root: 
__________
suffix: __________

Circle the matching 
analogy:

tiger : jungle
a) whale : ocean
b) car : garage
c) table : chair
d) elephant : ocean

Simile or Metaphor?
Underline what is being 
compared: 
He can run like the wind.

Circle the antonym for 
the following word: 
mystify

explain   confuse
trick   magic

Circle the correct 
relative pronoun: 
who which  whose  
whom that
That tall man, ___ is 
wearing a baseball hat, is 
my father.

Circle the prepositions, 
cross out any 
prepositional phrases.

He ran to the market.

Circle the correct word.
If you don’t do your 
homework it will ___

your grades. 
(affect/effect)

Circle the misspelled word 
and write it correctly on 
the line:

wonce name   place
______________

Circle the definition that 
matches the word used in 
the sentence below.
I hit my head on that coat 
hook projecting from the 

wall.
project

1. n. A plan or idea of doing 

something

2. v. To stick out

3. v. To cause an image to 

be shown on a screen.

Jordan’s cabin is 
situated across the 
highway from Lake 
Crowley. From its 
location, you can see the 
entire lake and the 
Owen’s River Valley. The 
cabin is in the 
mountains, so in the 
winter you can expect to 
see snow fall from the 
windows.

situated means: 

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________
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